FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Liventus Inc. Expands Operations to Bangalore, India to Provide More Efficient, Cost-Effective
Business and Technology Solutions
NORTHBROOK, ILL. – Liventus, Inc., based in Northbrook, Ill., is expanding operations with a new office
in Bangalore, India, an important global information technology center, in an effort to augment the
efficiency and effectiveness of the business solutions provided to U.S. clients.
The new office — set to open June 1, 2013 — will give Liventus the additional manpower and leverage
necessary to increase turnaround of its top-tier services and provide 24/7 worldwide coverage to clients
and partners. Supreeth Bhat, Managing Director at Liventus, will lead a team of seasoned managers in
establishing operations and training new staff members.
“The Bangalore office will allow Liventus access to a more experienced and talented pool of IT
professionals and additional resources in the IT industry. Liventus India will provide support, maintenance
and continued development of ecommerce solutions built in-house at Liventus, Inc.,” says Mr. Bhat.
The management team involved with the Bangalore office has a proven record of success in ecommerce
solutions, business solution programming and business process automation. Additionally, they are
knowledgeable of both the United States and Indian cultures, allowing them to bridge cultural and
operational gaps with their technological expertise.
“Liventus India will have the distinct advantage of being led by several experienced IT Project Managers
that grew up and were educated in India, and plan to move back to Bangalore this summer. Opening an
office in India has been in our plans for several years and we are excited about the value that the new
office and its managers can add to our company,” says Sam Oliva, CEO of Liventus.
“We are extremely excited to be only weeks away from achieving our long time goal of expanding into the
Bangalore India area. The exceptionally talented and experienced managers that will be running this new
office will bring over 25 years of industry expertise. This new office will expand our pool of extremely
qualified and knowledgeable IT professionals to continue and expand upon our current growth trends in
business solutions and application development,” says Brett Giza, Director of Ecommerce Strategy at
Liventus.
Liventus and its related companies have operated for more than 50 years with offices across the country.
The company is well-capitalized to fund this growth.
###
ABOUT LIVENTUS, INC.
Liventus, Inc. is a privately held custom business solutions provider, specializing in Software and
Application Development, Ecommerce Development and Management. Liventus was founded under ECS
Financial in 2002. ECS Financial has been serving clients since 1962. Liventus seeks to maximize client
potential through the use of the newest technologies and frameworks available. As a result, the company
has a deep understanding of technical aspects necessary and imperative to building software solutions

that achieve ideal performance, security and overall quality. For more information, visit
http://www.liventus.com/careers
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